FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What type of employee would we hire for these positions?
As we do with our our other security guard positions, we would look for candidates with a
security or law enforcement background. We anticipate the majority of our candidates would be
retired law enforcement officers.

What kind of training will they receive?
School security requires special skills, special crisis response training and a commitment to
understanding student behavior and how we want our schools to run. Safety is our most
important priority, but we also want to ensure we are creating a nurturing and positive school
environment for our students.
Working with the Jackson PD, our security team is well trained in advanced crisis response.
According to Jackson Police Chief Kunz: “No matter how swift a police department response to
a critical incident may be, on-site personnel such as the district security staff will always be the
first line of defense, and we support making them the most prepared and best trained they can
be.”

Does the Police Department agree with this proposal?
The district worked with Jackson PD to consider many options before creating this proposal.
According to Police Chief Matthew Kunz: “As prepared as we are, we need to always think
about progressive, forward-thinking solutions to school security. I believe these new positions
are an excellent way to help us prevent and respond to a crisis.”

Would the people in these new positions be armed?
Yes. In accordance with district policy, a number of our security team are trained and qualified
to carry concealed guns. If approved, the goal is for these new positions to be among those that
are armed. For security reasons, the district does not disclose which officers carry firearms.

How many security guards does the district have now?
The district security staff consists of 12 full-time security guards and one part-time security
guard. Through a shared service partnership with the township, we also have two Jackson
Police Officers who serve as School Resources Officers (SROs) in our schools. The district
pays a portion of the salaries for these SROs and the township pays the rest and their benefits.
Our security guards and SROs work together to build healthy relationships with students, to
create a proactively secure environment, and to respond to security incidents as needed. Our
challenge is having enough people to do this in all of our buildings while school is in session.
Like other districts, we find our needs often center on the middle school and high school levels
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due to students’ age, behavior and fluidity of movement during the school day. Our goal is to
have optimum coverage for all ten schools during the school day.

Why don’t we just use more police officers in our buildings?
Our existing school resource officers (SROs) are a key part of our overall security plan.
However, even with SROs being a shared service with the town, it would be cost prohibitive to
utilize SROs to provide this level of desired security coverage. We are confident that adding
additional, well-trained security staff who are school district employees will give us the coverage
we need.

Why don’t we hire part-time staff or retired law enforcement so we don’t have to pay
benefits?
We anticipate many of our applicants would be retired law enforcement who may end up
waiving health benefits, thereby lowering the cost to the district. However, budget rules require
the district to disclose and ask for the potential and complete costs for bringing these positions
in. In order to provide optimum coverage for all schools and to have staff who know all of our
buildings, full time positions are needed.

What if it doesn’t end up costing us the full $411,611?
Budget rules require us to ask for the potential full costs of these six positions and to mandate
that this expense, if approved, would become a fixed part of the security budget that can be
used for only security expenses.

Why aren’t we using Class III officers?
We considered using Class III officers, which are officers who technically work for the township
police department but would be assigned to us. These can be an excellent resource, but the
length of our school day would require us to use two officers in each location and can
sometimes result in high turnover. After consulting with the Jackson PD, board of education and
security experts, we decided our best option was to have full-time staff who are part of the
Jackson School District family. We want them to know our kids and to know our buildings and to
hopefully work for us for some time.

There are many people with law enforcement or military backgrounds who may want to
help. Can’t we use veterans or volunteers?
While we appreciate any offers of assistance from men and women who have served our
country or who are willing to volunteer, our school security plan must be based on permanent
staff who train together to understand our buildings, our security plans and our crisis response
expectations.
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Will our current security staff keep their jobs?
Yes. This question seeks approval for six additional security guards to provide optimum
coverage for all ten schools.

Where is this question on the ballot?
In addition to voting for various federal, state and local candidates, there are also two
completely separate public questions on the ballot. The JACKSON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Question on Security Guards is on the RIGHT - LOCAL QUESTION #1.
The question on the left is a STATEWIDE question. The state of New Jersey is all voters for
$500 million for various statewide initiatives. Although it references security and vocational
programs, that is NOT the local Jackson question. See our ballot graphic for more information.
If you are voting live on Nov. 6, the questions will appear as below. If you are voting by mail,
these questions will be on the back of the ballot.
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